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in order to place them on the dumping table. The hands of the
dumper were approximately shoulder high when the box was
placed. This made the lifting of the field crates awkward,
placing considerable strain on the worker's back. The dump-
ing table was redesigned so that it was not necessary to lift
the crate so high, and so that by placing one hand underneath
the crate and lifting upwards, it could easily be turned over-end
(Fig. 38). This eased lifting the crate to the table and simpli-
fied dumping it. The differences in the rate of feeding were not
timed, because the speed of sorting and packing governs the
rate of accomplishment of the dumper. The table was designed
primarily to ease the operation.

The new table was made of sheet metal, bent to shape. One
sheet measured about 48" wide and 36" long and served as the
feeding surface. A second piece, 48" wide and 13" long, was
rounded and welded to the first sheet. A third sheet, 48" x 15",
was welded to the second piece at a right angle to form an apron,
on which the field crate could be placed prior to dumping.

HANDLING EMPTY FIELD BOXES

After the celery was dumped out of the field box the dumper
either placed the field box on an overhead conveyor or stacked
the empty boxes on the floor. Most of the larger firms used
overhead conveyors while many of the smaller ones stacked
the crates for the unloaders to cart back to the trucks. In
small plants where the unloaders are not fully occupied or where
the handling of the field boxes at the terminal end of the empty
field box conveyor does not require the full time of one man,
the latter practice is logically the more efficient. No detailed
time study was made of this operation.

It was observed that, for empty field crate handling, overhead
hook conveyors had several advantages over belt conveyors,
although the cost of the hook conveyor is relatively high. It
is easier for the dumper to place the crate on the hook conveyor
and the danger of a crate jamming in the conveyor is eliminated.
Also, the hook conveyor has a larger capacity, which becomes
an important consideration in a washhouse which operates three
or four chains.

When the stripping method is used the extra handling of
field crates to get them from the stripper to the conveyor largely
offsets any advantage of using empty box conveyors.

Empty field box conveyors, in general, have the chief advant-
age of moving the empty boxes to a side platform for reloading,


